SHARPSINKS
A DIVISION OF ESI

- MADE IN THE U.S.A
- 10 YEAR TRANSFERABLE WARRANTY
- CONTRIBUTES TO LEED CERTIFIED & GREEN BUILDING PRACTICES
- 15% POST CONSUMER, 5.5% RAPIDLY RENEWABLE MATERIALS

SOLID SURFACE COLLECTION

**GEM-1729D**
50/50 KITCHEN - DEPTHS: 9"
WINTER WHITE  FASHION WHITE  BISQUE

**GEM-2917D**
REVERSIBLE 60/40 KITCHEN - DEPTHS: 9"
WINTER WHITE  FASHION WHITE  BISQUE

**GEM-1114DR**
REVERSE 1114DL 60/40 KITCHEN - DEPTHS: 8.5"
WINTER WHITE  FASHION WHITE  BISQUE

**GEM-3016D**
REVERSIBLE 60/40 KITCHEN - DEPTHS: 8"
WINTER WHITE  FASHION WHITE  BISQUE

**GEM-1930D**
40/60 KITCHEN - DEPTHS: 7"/9"
WINTER WHITE  FASHION WHITE  BISQUE

**GEM-2015S**
UTILITY - DEPTH: 8.5"
WINTER WHITE  FASHION WHITE  BISQUE

**GEM-1616S**
UTILITY - DEPTH: 8.5"
WINTER WHITE  FASHION WHITE  BISQUE

**GEM-1812VO**
VANITY w/ overflow - DEPTH 5"
WINTER WHITE  FASHION WHITE  BISQUE

**GEM-1613VO**
VANITY w/ overflow - DEPTH 5.25"
WINTER WHITE  FASHION WHITE  BISQUE
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800-470-5831
www.esi4service.com

Made in USA  CULIED  US  NKBA  ISFA